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The Icemen Scoopeth 

For 65 years, the Lemon Ice King has held court in Corona 
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Over the past six decades, the Lemon Ice King of Corona has become 

an internationally recognized symbol of Queens, on par with Mr. Met 

and the Unisphere. The old-school Italian ice shop now pops up in 
tourist guides around the world, but lines snaked around the corner 

long before it was featured on the (other) King of Queens. It’s the 

taste, not the hype, that’s been bringing locals back for all these 

years. 

Not to be mistaken for shaved ice, and without the dairy products that 

make gelato or sherbet, Italian ice from the Lemon Ice King—made 

with water, sugar, chunks of fruit and other all-natural flavors—is in a 

category all its own. Peter Benfaremo founded the shop in 1945, with 
a menu that was a bit limited: pineapple and, naturally, lemon. Sixty-

five years later, it’s run by former employees Vincent Barbaccia and 

Mike Zampino, purveyors of more than 35 flavors, ranging from 

almond to watermelon. 

Stepping into the giant walk-in freezer, Barbaccia deftly maneuvers his 
chunky work boots through dozens of containers: gallons upon gallons 

of freshly squeezed juice. “Back when the business first started, they 

didn’t have modern-day refrigeration,” Barbaccia points out. “They 

would use salt and ice in a big barrel.” 

The small garage-turned-factory adjacent to the storefront also houses 

a giant juicer, where oranges, lemons and other, more exotic fruits are 

pulverized, extracting their sweet nectar. The juices are then combined 

with water, sugar and a host of top-secret ingredients in a large metal 
mixer. After a half-hour of mixing, each clandestine concoction is left 

to cure for a day before it is ready to be scooped into a never-ending 

stream of paper cups. It’s a process that keeps the cousins working 

12-hour shifts in the peak days of summer. 



 

“This was my first job, and I never really left,” Zampino muses. He 

and Barbaccia, Lemon Ice King customers for many years, moved 
behind the counter as teenagers in 1986. Cousins and good friends, 

they spent the tail end of their teen years in the store and the 

production factory, learning “Uncle” Peter’s tricks of the trade. 

“He taught us everything,” says Zampino. “He was as much a family 
member as he was a boss.” The cousins took over the shop in 1993, 

though Benfaremo maintained a strong presence long after that. With 

a home upstairs from the store he created, he remained a familiar face 

until he passed away in March of 2008. 

Over the course of his life, for all the change Benfaremo saw in his 

hood, quite a bit remained the same. Colombian bakeries and 7-

Elevens may stand in place of Italian restaurants and delis, but Mario 

Cutrone (who remembers Benfaremo humbly explaining to family back 
in the Old Country that he “sells water” for a living) still runs an old-

school Italian dry cleaner across the street. Hispanic and Asian 

immigrants may be Corona’s growth demographic, but bocce matches 

still draw crowds in nearby “Spaghetti Park” (aka William Moore Park). 

Even the summer help seems straight out of a coming-of-age movie 
set in the ’50s: good-natured local kids man the counters for a few 

sweet summers before moving on with their lives. “We’re a stepping 

stone for a lot of these kids,” says Zampino, a note of pride apparent 

in his tone. “They learn about hard work here, then they bring that to 
their real careers.” 

The summer workers mostly handle the front of the house, while 

Zampino and Barbaccia run the production center. Much of the cousins’ 

time is spent creating new flavors, while trying to keep up with 
demand for what they already serve. 

“We adjust to the flavor of the neighborhood,” says Barbaccia as he 

scoops an order for his favorite peanut butter ice. “It’s not just an 

Italian neighborhood anymore; it’s all-inclusive.” 

But while tropical flavors like coconut and mango may be popular 
among the shop’s many Latin customers, good old lemon ice, tart and 

sweet and brimming with little pieces of real lemon, is still the top 

seller. This year’s new flavor is strawberry-banana, a product of 

customer demand and tireless tinkering in the back room. As for the 
future, Zampino won’t make any promises, but don’t be surprised if 

you see passion fruit pop up on the menu. “We like to keep ’em 

guessing,” he says. 
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From Concetta Smith 
Guide Rating - rating 
The Bottom Line 
Mimi's Closet is a new Astoria clothing boutique where Japanese 
designer Motomi (Mimi) Yamanobe makes clothes just for you. Pick 
one of her many designs, choose from her fabric collection, and she 
will tailor the clothes for a perfect fit. There is also jewelry and 
other accessories, and, for guys, versatile pants and jackets, plus 
vintage tees. At Mimi's you'll discover that you can dress your best 
in unique fashions without having to go to Manhattan. 
Pros 
 
    * Custom-made clothing to fit your figure 
    * Close to the N/W subway 
    * Very friendly and helpful staff 
    * Chic alternative to the chain clothing stores in Astoria 
 
Cons 
 
    * Not for the budget-conscious 
 
Description 
 
    * Mimi's Closet Address - 20-10 31st St, Astoria, NY - at 20th 
Ave 
    * Phone - 917-684-7983 
    * Hours - Tuesday-Saturday, noon - 8 p.m.; Sunday, noon - 7 
p.m. 
    * Subway - N,W to Astoria-Ditmars Blvd 
    * Website - MimisCloset.net 
 
Guide Review - Mimi's Closet - Fashion Boutique in Astoria 
Designer Mimi Yamanobe created her label, Motomimi, with the 
woman's body in mind, knowing how tough it is to find that perfect 
fit. Once you pick a design and fabric, she takes your 
measurements and tailors a new dress or skirt just for your figure. 
 



Her Motomimi line is vintage-inspired clothing with a modern flare. 
It includes delicate dresses in vibrant red, wraps in black-and-white 
floral, skirts made from soft green jacquard, and silk blouses 
assembled from vintage kimonos. The selection changes every 
couple weeks, giving you more reasons to step back into Mimi's 
Closet. 
 
Mimi's mint green walls are stocked with a colorful array of hats, 
bags, and women's clothing. It's worth checking out designer 
Asajiro's small menswear collection in the back. He designs pants 
and jackets in classic pinstripes and camouflage prints, and offers 
vintage 1970s t-shirts and leather jackets. 
 
The store's jewelry, hats, and handbags are the perfect 
complements for your new Motomimi outfit. The one-of-a-kind 
gemstone rings go for about $75. The textile handbags (up to 
$200), made by various designers, are sturdy and sophisticated. 
 
It can get expensive to shop at Mimi's. Camis and skirts cost $40-
$60 and dresses around $350 and up. Even if you are not ready to 
spend on quality, irreplaceable clothes, Mimi's Closet is still a nice 
place to browse. As Mimi says, "We not only want to sell clothes, 
but also happiness." 
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For Chinese New Year: Escape to New York 
 
Feb 16, 2007 
 
By Concetta Smith 
 
If you are looking to get out of the Boston area this month during 
the Chinese New Year holiday, New York is just a short bus ride 
away. 
 
For an inexpensive day trip or mini-vacation, there's no better time 
to visit the boisterous Canal Street than during Chinese New Year. 
This street is most popular for its many sidewalk vendors. Tourists 
and locals swarm the street to find luxuries not found anywhere 
else in downtown Manhattan. Selling almost every kind of knock-off 
imaginable, shops overflow with fake Tiffany's jewelry and look-
alike Louis Vitton handbags. Street stands offer colorful exotic fruit. 
Sweets lovers can find Chinese candy stores with imported sweets, 
cafes brewing flavorful bubble teas, and bakeries making pork buns 
and pineapple cakes. But during the Chinese New Year holiday, the 
busy Canal Street is more than a gathering of local merchants, it's a 
dazzling celebration. 
 
2007 marks the year of the pig, beginning February 18th until 
March 3rd. For a few days out of the lunar month, Canal Street 
transforms from a giant street market to a festival of bright lights 
and dancing dragons. Even Times Square can't compete with the 
celebrations in the street or the vivid blossoms in the New Year 
Flower Market. Chinatown in New York City offers a colorful 
selection of activities to please even the most impulsive party-
goers. Whether it is strolling through MoCA (Museum of Chinese in 
the Americas) or gazing at the vivid fireworks display, this holiday is 
one that can satisfy everyone. 
 
Many cultural events take place in lower Manhattan in the heart of 
Chinatown near Mott and Canal Streets. Friday February 17, and 



Saturday February 18, the Lunar New Year Flower Market (Columbus 
Park on Mulberry St) will offer an illuminating array of the 
traditional orange and plum blossoms, chrysanthemums, and much 
more. 
 
Sunday, February 18 will start the New Year off roaring. Guests can 
ward off the evil spirits with the Firecracker Ceremonies at Mott St 
at 12 p.m. and Market St at 2 p.m. This ritual also includes cultural 
performances beginning at 11a.m.-5 p.m. by Asian-American 
singers and dancers. Lion, dragon and unicorn dance troupes will 
march all throughout the streets of China Town. 
 
The annual Chinatown Lunar New Year Parade and Festival 1 p.m.-5 
p.m. will take place at Canal St South on February 25th. There will 
be spectacles galore featuring dancing dragons, martial art 
demonstrations, music, voluminous floats and acrobats. The 
Dragon Parade March 3 will mark the last day of the gala, with 10-
15 dragons dancing. 
 
If you are curious to learn about the heritage behind all the 
merrymaking, it's not too late to sign up for MoCA's Lunar New Year 
Walking Tour- Saturdays and Sundays February 10, 11 &17 1-2:30 
p.m. (Call (212) 619-4785) 
To get away from the cacophony for a little while, MoCA also has 
ongoing exhibitions: "Mapping Our Heritage Project" is a historical 
three dimensional interactive map of New York's "old" Chinatown 
that visitors will engage in by actively participating. "Where is 
Home" will explore the Chinese experience in the Western 
Hemisphere by with artifacts, and personal documented 
experiences of migration. This exhibition encourages visitors to 
actively participate. 
In addition to all of the celebrations there are many more reasons to 
come to Chinatown during the holidays. While sightseers are 
cavorting around the downtown area, they can experience delicious 
Chinese food, traditional baked goods, and fashionable boutiques. 
Peking Duck House (28 Mott St.) is well worth the splurge. This 
long-established restaurant features, well, delectable Peking duck 
for parties of two or more. Guests have the pleasure of watching the 
chef bring out the entire feast. Observing the master at work as he 
carefully carves the duck, and serving each person at the table, is as 
fascinating as the meal itself. 
 



If a snack is more of what you are looking for, Fay Dah Bakery cafe 
(83 Mott St.) has traditional Chinese cakes and pastries, from rice 
cakes to plum cakes, and there is a wide array of baked goods to 
scarf down with your tea. Speaking of tea, Ten Ren (75 Mott St.) is a 
quaint café featuring every kind of bubble tea imaginable- hot or 
cold. Some of the yummy flavors offered are peach, green, white, 
guava, orange, and plum. Get a regular hot or iced tea, or a tea latte 
spiked with bubbles (tapioca), or without. There are so many 
combinations that every visitor will find something to satisfy their 
thirst. 
 
Shopping is abundant on Canal Street, with all the various street 
vendors. But if you really want authentic styles, Beauty Fashion (81 
Mott St.) is a small boutique with one of-a-kind pieces at affordable 
prices. From unique jackets and sweaters to dresses and shoes. For 
traditional Chinese and Japanese goods, like silk robes, slippers, 
candies, tea, lanterns, sushi dishes, and more, travel uptown a little 
further to Pearl River on 477 Broadway. The inventory in this giant 
two-story shop is constantly changing, but the essential goods 
always remain the same. Whatever you are looking for is sure to be 
here: from interesting trinkets and unique toys to colorful fans and 
inexpensive handbags. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Panel Asks: What Does It Mean to Be “Chinese”? 
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Dec 1, 2006 

 

 

By Concetta Smith 
 

Confusing, uncomfortable, embarrassed, and proud. These are just 

some words that a group of panelists used to describe being Chinese 

in America. Their discussion, "Throwing Down the Gauntlet: What Does 
it Mean to be Chinese in America Today?" was held November 18 at 

the Museum Of Chinese in the Americas, also known as MOCA, in New 

York City.  

 
The 12 panelists -- who included a poet, an academic, a star of CBS's 

Survivor All Stars show, and a film producer -- grappled with the 

question of who they are in context of where they live.  

 

The first panelist was Evelyn Hu-Dehart, director of Race and Ethnicity 
in America at Brown University.  

 

Her opening discussion took most of the audience by surprise when 

she said in fluent Spanish: "Beunes tardes…no hablo inglese, porque 
yo soy de China-Latina." (Translation: "Good afternoon... I don't speak 

English, because I am a Chinese-Latina.") 

 

Although Hu-Dehart is not Latina, she has lived in Latin America and 
studied Spanish for many years. Hu-Dehart's point: Depending on the 

person, there are many different ways and many different languages 

to answer the question of how one perceives being Chinese in 

America. To Hu-Dehart, the answer becomes less complex when one 
steps out of the confines of the United States. 

 

"I think it has something to do with the way we view race in America. 

We think of race as pure categories, but when you go to Latin America, 

you don't hyphenate yourself.... They don't ask you that stupid 
question: Where are you really from? They accept you the way you 

are. These white supremacist societies force Chinese to insist on an 

identity. There's nothing essential about being Chinese," she said. 



 

Jacky Wong, reporter for the Sing Tao Daily newspaper, said the word 

Chinese as it is recognized in the United States is confusing. 
 

"In the Chinese language overseas (in China), we call people Mandarin 

or Cantonese. In English, the word Chinese represents the people who 

live in China and Hong Kong, Taiwan, overseas, and people who 
immigrate to the United States... My observation is that American-

born Chinese are not very comfortable when I ask them if you are 

Chinese or not." 

 
It is the Americans with a non-Chinese background who tend to use 

the blanket term, "Chinese," to describe an array of different cultural 

backgrounds, said Wong. 

 
Panelist Shii Anne Huang, a former cast member of the CBS reality 

show Survivor All Stars, spoke of her experience moving to the US 

when she was eight. Although she was not a native English speaker, 

Huang forced herself to lose her accent. She was embarrassed to 

speak differently around her classmates. Huang spoke about what it's 
like for her, her Caucasian husband and their child-to-be, as they 

embrace the Chinese-American ideal. 

 

"The meaning of being Chinese in America is a diversity of things. 
When I think Chinese American, I think about the rail workers who 

moved here so long ago. I think about myself ...in the '80s where I 

grew up (in New Jersey). There were no other Chinese people. I think 

about my child to be. I think: Well, I want my children to be Chinese 
but what does that mean? How are they going to identify themselves 

as Chinese?" 

 

Kip Fulbeck, author of "Part Asian 100% Hapa," echoed Huang's idea 

of being brought up in two cultures. Kip compared his life as growing 
up in America half Chinese, but being thrown into a social circle with 

all Chinese American kids. 

 

"I wasn't ABC; I was like half ABC (American Born Chinese)...The only 
kids who didn't think I was Chinese were the Chinese kids!" 

 

Beau Sia, an out-spoken Def Jam poet who stared in the Manchurian 

Candidate as a comedian, made the audience roar with laughter when 
he presented his thoughts on his Chinese background. He explained 

how he tried to mold his identity into what he thought was acceptable 

according to his surroundings. 



 

"Fortunately for me, when I was 20, I was in a documentary called 

Slam Nation. I was smart to say to the camera that I was really white 
on the inside! And thankfully, I can look at that everyday of my life for 

the rest of my life and remember being there," said Sia. 

 

Growing up in Oklahoma, Sia found his own solution to combating "the 
jokes that they (his classmates) would make and the way that they 

viewed Asian people." Sia made the decision at a young age that he 

was not going to be associated with other Asians.  

 
"I decided I'll create this identity that is white on the inside. And 

according to that, whatever I think is Asian, I am going to go against 

that. I am going to willfully not know kung fu! I am going to willfully 

dress a certain way." 
 

George Xiangwen Zeng had a different view on the subject. Rather 

than deny being from China, Zeng embraces his ethnicity in a way that 

suits his surroundings. He was born in Wuhan, Hubei Province in 

China, but spent most of his childhood in Mississippi, Kansas, and 
Virginia.  

 

Cynthia Leung, a freelance journalist and PR professional said that 

being Chinese in America is the thread of commonality that ties her 
and the other panelists together.  

 

"It's just a concept that breaks down and gets smaller and smaller and 

smaller until we all have shared stories about a complex identity, and I 
think that that in itself is the link for most Chinese Americans.” 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


